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Nomenclature:
AID- Automated Impact device
PLC- Programmable Logic Controller
Basic- Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code
HPM- Hits per minute
V- Voltage
VAC- Voltage Alternating Current
POIS- Phototransistor Optical Interrupter Switch

F1 - Impact Force
S - Slow Down Distance (m, ft)

I.

Abstract

This report outlines the progress and development of an automated impact device (AID).
This device was designed to be inexpensive, user-friendly, and modular. Developed with the
parameters of vibration analysis. the AID can perform a variety of experimental procedures.
Using simple C code and components that are both affordable and easy to obtain, the AID was
designed to perform the same task as its more expensive counterparts. With this thought-process,
the device was engineered to easily and quickly interchange components depending on the
required task. Outlined in the report is the code used to operate the AID and the basic
components used to create the circuity. Restrained by time and budget, only a functional
prototype showing the variable frequency and force of the impacts was created. Included in the
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experimental section is the limited testing performed with the AID. This data shows the validity
of the design, needing further refinement to be a proper lab testing device.

II. Introduction
No other aspect of society has been impacted by technology more than scientific research.
Many experimental tasks and techniques that have been perfonned manually in the past are now
automated. Manual processes add more random uncertainty to an experiment. Implementation of
technology has been able to further minimize epistemic uncertainty caused by human handling
and increase test consistency. Vibration testing is no different. Using the AID to strike a material,
an impulse response is created. The impulse excitation causes vibrations inside of the test
material that can be collected and analyzed. Natural frequencies, modal masses, modal damping
ratios. and modal shapes can be calculated from the data collected. The vibration testing requires
an operator to use a specialized impact hammer to strike an object. As the experiments have
become more sophisticated, it makes sense for scientific research to turn towards technological
automation. The downside to relying on more technology is the cost involved. This not only
includes the cost of the hardware, but also training the user how to operate the device effectively.
The goal of this project is to create a device that is both user friendly and cost effective, directing
attention towards the Arduino.
Why Arduino? Directly quoted from the official Arduino website, "The Arduino is an

open~

source electronics platform based on easy-to use hardware and software". 1 In simple tenns, the
Arduino allows someone with limited experience of coding and electronics to create a complex
electronic system. The open-source software of the Arduino makes finding code examples on line
1

https://www.ardui no.cctcn/Guidc/Introduction
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simple and free. Besides being easy to work with, the Arduino is inexpensive to buy; this
includes the sensors and other hardware that would be used in conjunction with the device. The
total cost is less than sixty dollars. In addition to the reasons stated above, the Arduino also
accepts both analog and discrete inputs. This allows the use of a potentiometer to supply a
varying input voltage. The Arduino software will run on Windows, Macintosh OS, and Linux in
contrast to most micro-controllers only working with Windows. 2 Included in the appendix is the
specification sheet on the Arduino. It is designed to be a stand-alone device that can be
programed, then perform tasks based on its programing. In the case of the AID, it performed the
job which a large relay board would have been responsible.
In addition, it allows the user to modify different parameters of the code to change the
perform of the device instead of having to change out components of a circuit. This speaks
volumes to the flexibility of the platform. The goal of the project is to create a device modular,
user-friendly, and practical. The Arduino ranks high in all three categories. In conjunction with
the Arduino, a simple relay circuit is used to shield the 5V system. By using a relay to shield the
5V system, the Arduino can be used to control a solenoid of any voltage. As a shielded system,
the device became even more modular. This allows different solenoids operating at different
voltages and currents to be controlled by the same main circuit. By creating a modular system,
different forces can be achieved depending on the requirement of the experiment. Combining all
of these design constraints, the AID was fabricated.

III. Experimental Apparatus

2

https:l/www.arduino.ccfen/Guidellntroduction
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The automated impact device is designed to interpret an analog voltage input and convert
it into a time delay to fire a solenoid at measurable intervals. By making a simple circuit
consisting of a voltage source and potentiometer, a varied voltage can be measured by the analog
input pin of the Arduino. This simple circuit, and the few parts below are the major components
needed to create the apparatus. Included in this list is the: Arduino, LCD screen, relay, and
breadboard. Shown below in Figures 3.1-3.4 are these main components. Others parts have
auxiliary functions, but will not be directly mentioned in this portion of the report; for a full list
refer to the Bill ofMaterials.

Figure 3.1 Arduino Board

3
4

Figure 3.2 LCD Screen (Arduino Compatible)

https://www.amazon.comlgp' product/BOOP2FX9WYi re r=oh_aui_dctai !page_o02_s02?ie£UTF8&psc- I
https:/1www.amazon.com'gp1produc11BO 19D9TYM l/ref'=oh aui_detail page_o04_ s00?ie...UTFB&psc- 1
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s

Figure 3.3 5-volt relay capable of handling 220 VAC

6

Figure 3.4 Breadboard with connectors

As stated in the introduction, the idea of the project is to create a balance between
functionality and simplicity. lt would have been possible to use a P.L.C, but it would have also
added unnecessary complexity. Using a few beginner Arduino websites7, the basic wiring was
completed in a couple hours. Nestling all the components in the box of the first prototype was
quite a challenge. It was important to position each component to prevent cross wiring (Figure
3.5).

s https :J/www.amazon.co mfgplproduct/B00 EONTP P41ref• oh _aui_detai lpage_ 002_s02?i c;rLJTF 8&psc- t
https :llwww.amazon.co mlgplproduct/B004RXKWDQlrefzoh_au i_dctait page_004_sO I? ieiz UT FS&psc ~ I
1
https:llwww.arduino.cclenrrutorialiLiquidCrystalDisplay
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Figure 3.5 Components in place and wired

There was also the fear of totally enclosing the electronic components without a cooling
system. After leaving it function for over an hour at the highest setting, the cover was removed to
look for signs of overheating. Everything was cool to the touch; the only part that became warm
was the solenoid, which is not able to damage any other components. After finishing the physical
wiring, the next step was to develop the code to control the device.

IV. Arduino Code
After completion of the hardware, it was necessary to begin the process of learning code.
This code was developed by a beginner, for beginners. Making the code as simplistic as possible
and labeling what each line was responsible for, made a code that a person with a background as
limited to Basic8 could understand. Below in Figure 4.1, is the first section of the code used to
operate the AID.

8

http:/1 whatis.techtarget.comldefinitionlBASIC-Beginners-All·purpose-Symbolic-lnstruction·Code
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* LCD P

i\ pin ·~ ::;,r:::und
• LC!:' VSS pin to g:-::un':i
• LO VCC pin cc 5V

*I

!include <LiquidCrystal .h>
!define ACIIVAIION_IIME 100
/ /In milli3econds
i define SCALE_FACIOR 5
i nt relayPin = 13;
i nt potPin = AO;
i nt delayiime = 1000;
LiquidCt"'J Stal lcd (7, e, 9, 10, 11 , 12);
Figure 4.1 Section 1of3 for the AID Apparatus

The first ten lines of code, are automatically displayed on every code developed using the
Arduino software. It is a basic guide to what each pin does and is helpful for troubleshooting.
The function #include allows a programmer to include libraries from an alternate source to
perform a function in the sketch9 • To assign a constant value, #define is used to assign a name to
the value before the sketch (Arduino code) is compiled 10 • The "int" function stores integer values
for the sketch. These values range from -32, 768 to 32,7671l . This becomes important later in the
code because one of the values is larger than the upper limit.

" https://www.arduino.cclen/ Referencc/l ncludc
0
• l111ps://www.arduino.cc/enfrcference/define
11 https://www.arduino.ccl'enlrcferencc/int
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3e <:u~ () {
// puc your .:ietup code here, t:o run once:
pinMode(8, OUTPUT );
pinMode {AO, IHPUI );
II baud rate Bits of information per second
Serial. b egin (9600);
lcd.begin(16, 2);
lcd.print ("Strikes Per Min:");

··- i. j

I

Figure 4.2 Section 2 of 3 for the AID

This section of code in Figure 4.2 is only processed one time during the initial operation
of the sketch. In this portion, parameters that will not change during the apparatus's operation are
defined. The pins, tasks, and the baud rate for the LCD are outlined. A baud rate of9600 is a
standard value and worked well in this application.
Displayed in figure 4.3 is the final section of code.
-.·:::id lccp () I
II put ycu: ma i n code he : e, t o .-un repe atedly:
i nt Tiine_Variable • analo;Read(ADJ :
I I Belew code creates the tillle division.! (old codel
t /delay!i.lr:e • 122000/Time_Variable ;
1nt HFM • Tilne_Variable I 17;
.t.f (BPM < 10)
HFM = 10:
11 needed 32 bit in.!tead o! 16
delay ( (60000L I HPM) - ACTIVATIOU_!IME I :
II Below code allow.! Shift contr ol H to read the .!erial di.!play
Serial. println(HPM);
II LCD related code
II Line placement
lcd •.!etCUr.!o: (O, 2);
//What i.! di.!played
lc:d . i; r in.t (HFMI:
//Tel l.! t he ardun10 hew lon; to delay it.!el!

/ / Te ll.! which pin t o write
1igi t alW::ite (relayPin, LCi.;I ;
fl Rew le~~ t~ de l ay the ardunic
de lar !ACTIVATIOU_TI!-!E t ;
1 1 Te ll.:! ;:hic:t. p in to \.·ri::.e
di9 1 t al Writ e(relayFin ,H!~

):

Figure 4.3 Section 3 of 3 for the AID Apparatus
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Section three of the code is constantly refreshed as the device operates. This allows for
changes in the environment to be perceived and converted into usable outputs. The analogRead
is the input pin attached to the potentiometer. As the resistance is changed the input voltage
changes. The value ranges from 0 to 1024. To get time divisions of approximately one hit per
second, this value is divided by 17. That gives the HPM. Immediately below this line is the "if'
statement which places a minimum value on the system. Commented out is the old code, which
does work, but is less efficient with the Arduino. Even though it is not in use, it can function as
troubleshooting device. The next line of code is the most important line of the sketch. The delay
function pauses the program for specified time (in milliseconds) 12• This is not the most elegant
or efficient way to create interval delays in the system, but is by far the simplest and most user
friendly. Inside the parentheses, the ..60000L" is an interesting portion of code to point out.
Without the "L" the Arduino software would register an error. As mentioned about the "int"
value, it can only store values between -32,768 to 32,767. To allow the software to be able to
compute the larger value, it was necessary to create a long integer. The next three lines are used
to print the HPM value on the second line of the LCD screen. The two "digitalwrite" lines tell
the software where to send the data it has collected after each cycle. The final portion of the code
delays the Arduino's operation to allow the solenoid to fire before refreshing the sketch. Laying
the code out in a simplistic way as possible and properly explaining/labeling each line's function,
creates a code that can be easily manipulated by someone unfamiliar with coding.

I!

https:/lwww.orduino.cc/en/Reference/Delay
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V. Experimental Results
Due to time restraints, it was necessary to create a simulated impact test. This was done by
using a wind chime and a small solenoid. Designing a frame to suspend a wind chime for the
solenoid to strike, allowed for an audible response when struck. It demonstrates the harmonic
properties caused by the impact, as it would in an actual test material. The prototype frame is
shown below in Figure 5.1 before it was painted.

Figure 5.1 Automated Impact Device test frame
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The next step of the project was to develop a method to measure the impact force of the
solenoid. The manufacturer provided a force of 600g at 12V for the solenoid. 13 This value
provided a baseline to evaluate any experimental data collected or calculated. Conveniently,
magnetic force has a linear relationship. In Equation 5.1 is the relationship of electromagnetic
field force.
Equation 5.1 magnetic force

B =

NV
µ-14

LR

The portion NIL is a representation of the density of the coils, where V/R is the current in the
system. The Greek letterµ is the permeability of the core. 15 The only value changing in the
equation will be voltage. Using this relationship, other force values can be found at different
voltages. The solenoid used has a functional range from 5V-12V. Show below in Table 5. I is the
theoretical force calculations for the different voltages using this relationship.

Solenoid Force Values
Voltage
12 volts
11 volts
I 0 volts
9 volts
8 volts
7 volts
6 volts
5 volts

Force
59 Newtons
54 Newtons
49 Newtons
44 Newtons
39 Newtons
34 Newtons
29 Newtons
23 Newtons

I Table 5.1 Theoretical Force Calculations I

13

https://www.amazon.com/Uxce ll-Frame-Solenoid-Electromagnet
Stroke/dp/BOOHR8H3 8A/ref-..sr_ t _2?s• industrial&ie:::iUTF8&qid"'148934951 S&sr= I-2&keywordsEsolenoid
14
Schimpf, Paul H. "A Detailed Explanation of Solenoid Force." Web.
is Schimpf, Paul H. "A Detailed Explanation of Solenoid Force." Web.
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Measuring the velocity proved to be much more difficult. It could have been its own
individual project because of its complexity. The ability to measure the velocity without
interfering with the functionality turned out to be challenging without expensive instrumentation.
Rough estimates could be made, but without a baseline of an actual velocity it would be
impossible to use them with any confidence. Using another Arduino and guidance from Dave
Kender, a rudimentary measurement system was devised. Using a phototransistor optical
interrupter switch (POIS for short) the average velocity of the stroke could be measured. The
technical specifications for the POIS can be found in the appendix. Using a piece of thin metal
with a slot cut out for the POIS to use as an index point, the Arduino displayed the time interval
in which the solenoid traveled. Shown in Figure 5.2 is the configuration of the speed test without
any of the wiring and a cardboard mock-up of the metal piece. Figure 5.3 is with the wiring
hooked up sending information to the Arduino.

Figure 5.2 Velocity Test Mock-Up
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Figure 5.3 Velocity Test Procedure

The POIS consists of a gallium arsenide infrared emitting diode coupled with a silicon
phototransistor in a plastic housing. 16 Shown in Figure 5.4 is the shape of the POIS. Between the
two "ears" of the component is where the piece of metal travels. When the small gap in the metal
travels between the "ears" the output switches from off to on. With a known width of the gap in
the metal, the velocity can be calculated using the equation below.

x

Velocity= T

16

http:Jlwww.jameco.comJJ ameco/Products/ProdDSl320901 FSC.pdf
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The velocities for differnet voltages are shown below in Table 5.2. Using Excel, other
velocities at differnet voltages can be predicted. This allows the experimenter to know what
voltage range they will need to operate the soleniod to generate the desired velocity. With more
refinement, the system could be fitted with an integrated POIS to moniter the velocity of each
PACKAGE DIMENSIONS

individual strike.
Figure 5.4 POIS Shape and Design

,_
::;:-
...

(o! : ~:JOH.

........

,

NOTES:
1, Dlmetlslcnt lcr al dnlwingl ""'In lncliet. (mm),
2 . TOierance DI t .010 (.25) an all1llrl-llll<T"bl dimensions

...... - . . . specified.

Once the device was set up the auxiliary Arduino could monitor the time which the POIS
switched from off to on. Shown in Figure 5.5 is an example of the numbers that would be seen
by the user.

a COMS (Arduino/ Genuino Uno)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Q

x
Send
A

lj

0

1762

E2608

a
0
0
21i7
62410
0
0

2190
61723
0

0

0

Autoscroll

Figure 5.5 Arduino Readout screen of velocity
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The first non-zero number is the strike time (smaller value), followed by the return time (larger
value). The shaft return is powered by an external return spring, not the magnetic force. These
time values are measured in micro-seconds (10"6). The size of the slot is 4mm. Using the simple
fonnula above, a rough velocity could be tabulated. For this part, Excel was used to calculate
average velocities for 4 different voltages, but with more time a script could be written in the
Arduino software to automatically convert the values into velocity. This could then be displayed
with the HPM found on the readout LCD screen.
Along with the other work that could be done, an integrated monitor system could be
installed. Ordering a POIS with ears wide enough for the plunger to pass through and cutting a
small notch in the shaft to allow the POIS to index off of would create u seamless and effective
means to calculate velocity. This can also serve as a roundabout way to measure the force of the
impact ifthe mass of the striker is changed or if a different voltage is applied. The solenoid used
for this experiment has a functional range of 5V-l 2V according to the manufacturer. It is
optimized to operate at 12V. This became clear because the data is most consistent for the l2V
sample. Below in Figure 5.6is a chart of the voltages and there coresponding velocities. The
numerical values are displayed in Table. The x-axis is the number of the test and the y-axis is the
velocity in (m/s). At 6 volts the velocity was inconsistant. This is because the voltage is
approaching the minimiun operating voltage of the solenoid. As the voltage was increased to the
optimal value, the time intervals became more consistant. The goal was to be able to vary the
force of the solenoid by adjusting the voltage. Based on the results of this experiment, this is a
value concept, as long the voltage is kept close to the manufacture's voltage recomendations and
the velocity is monitered.
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Voltage and Velocity
3

2-5

-------·--------·- - - ------
· - - - - - - - - ·-- - 

-

2

15
1

-

0.5

0

1

--
1

3

2

4

5

6

-6V -75V

1

7

8

9

10

9V - 1 2V

!

Figure 5.6 Velocity of the Impact rod with different voltages

Velocity (m/s)
1

2
3

4
5

5

7
8
9

10
Sum
Average

12V
9V
2.270148 2.325581
1.837391 2.364066
1.826484 2.352941
1.815706 2.34055
2.058672 2.368265
-2.145923 2.389486
1.855288 2.30414I_i
0.450248 1 1.208094 1.875293 2.275313
0.501065 1.436265 1.826484 2.217295
0.57282 1.539646l_!.9l 4792 1 2.38379
4.50
16.09
19.43
23.32
0.45
1.61
1.94
2.33 (m/s)
7.SV
2.040816
1.878816
1.634655
1.697073
1.557632
1.536688
0.617093 1.56189

5V
0.306701
0.360913
0.474383
0.531208
0.406918
0.27931

1--

Table 5.2 Velocity vs Voltage

--

..
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The velocity of the impact rod is directly proportional to the voltage. Using this information, an
experimenter can predict the needed solenoid and voltage to create a desired impact velocity.
These values are not accurate enough to use for modal calculations, but provide a sanity check
when comparing experimental values with theoretical values.
Given more time, precise values could be obtained. The Arduino proved to be accurate and
repeatable during the testing. The code was also easily modified during testing, with a down time
of less than 5 minutes. In practical applications, this would allow the operator to adapt to
different situations in the lab.

VI. Future work
The project proved to be more intricate than at first approach. The devil was truly in the
details. It seemed fixing one problem would cause a new one to appear. In its current state, it
fulfills the requirements of the project parameters, but someone with a more in-depth background
in coding and vibration testing to refine the AID. First, a more efficient code could be used to
delay the impact of the solenoid. The largest disadvantage of the script is the Arduino does not
process any data during the duration of the time delay, thus making it inoperable to do any other
task than delay the solenoid. This is problematic if a user wants to use the Arduino to monitor the
system or perform a completely different task related to the project. Also with more work it
would be possible to add monitoring sensors. The incorporation of a permanent POIS would be
an excellent way to monitor the constancy of the strike velocity. In addition to this setup. a load
cell could be permanently installed on the impact head to measure the force of each individual
strike. All that is left to prepare the device for lab testing is to install the specialized impact head.
The use of the device in an actual lab setting was never achieved because of the lack of time and
knowledge. Without taking ME 4600 Mechanical Vibrations, it was difficult to fully grasp the
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concept of modal analysis. The end·goal was to create a chart/user manual, making force
calculations easy with the several types of heads, solenoids, and voltages. The prototype stage of
the project is completed; further testing, data collection, data analysis, and adaptations are
required to refine the product into a finished Jab device.

VII. Conclusion
This project was both challenging and rewarding. It required complex thinking and problem·
solving that is often overlooked in the classroom environment. One of the more thought·
provoking aspects of the project was starting from nothing but a concept, and turning it into a
fully.functioning device. Much like driving in a maze without directions, idea after idea led only
to dead·ends. With the help of Dr. Jackson and others, ideas were pursued one at a time unti I a
viable option was realized. With the goal of simplicity in mind, it was difficu It to find a system
electronically controlled, that could deliver sharp impulses over a short amount of time. An
actuator was too slow. and a hydraulic/pneumatic system was too complex/expensive to integrate
into the project. The solenoid is far from perfect for the application, but it was the best choice out
of the other options, giving the user an easy to operate device. With a relay shielded circuit, it is
possible to use higher voltage rated solenoids to deliver various levels of force. Having multiple
solenoids on hand which can easily be swapped out, allows the user to adapt to the needs of the
experiment. After deciding on a force delivery system, a control module had to be created. At
first, a mechanical circuit using varying capacitance seemed like a good option, but with the need
to run different voltages through the system the idea soon ran into problems. It limited the range
of the voltage/amperage that would operate the solenoid properly. With limited experience in the
past with an Arduino, it seemed like a viable candidate to investigate. It also had its own set of
limitations. Operating on 5V. it was necessary to figure out how to shield the Arduino, especially
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for voltages as large as 220 VAC. The hardest part was developing a functional code that was
easy to operate. The thesis turned from mechanical engineering to computer science at this point.
It showed how resourceful an engineer must be when faced with a problem. Often the solution

requires knowledge from multiple disciplines of engineering to reach a solution. Armed with
advice from friends and advisors. the coding process began. After 8 versions of the code, a
useable sketch was finalized. It is not the most efficient or elegant code. but it performs the task.
More importantly than creating a lab-ready AID was the knowledge gained while building
and researching the project. When a reporter asked Thomas Edison about developing the
lightbulb, ttHow did it feel to fail 1.000 times?" Edison replied. "l didn•t fail I.000 times. The
light bulb was an invention with 1,000 steps." The statement above is a one sentence summary of
the entire process of creating the automated impact device. Even with all the hurdles
encountered, a usable prototype was developed.
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Appendix

Bill of materials used (with attached cut sheet)
Item Name

Description

Place of
Purchase
Amazon

Price per unit

$6.39

1. Bread board Jumper
wires

Provides connection
between board and
components

2. Arduncam LCD

Visual output device
for the Arduino

Amazon

$5.99

Project box to hold
all the components
together
Arduino Board

Amazon

$7.31

Amazon

$9.99

Amazon

$6.79

$7.36

7. Unxcell Rotary
potentiometer

12-volt solenoid,
Amazon
1Omm stroke 600
gram capacity
Used as control knob Amazon
via analog input

8. Micro-connectivity
IB401

Breadboard with
connectors

$6.12

Screen

3. Hammond 1591
ESBK
4. IEIK UNO R3 Board
A Tmega328P with
USB Cable for
Arduino

5. SunFounder 2
Relay board
Channel DC 5V Relay compatible with 5v
Module
Arduino system
6. Unxcell Push/Pull
type solenoid

Total

Amazon

$6.22

$56.27
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Ardunio Technical Specifications

Technical specs
Microcontroller

ATm ega328P

Operating Voltage

sv

Input Vol tage (recommended)

7-12V

Input Voltage

(li m ~t)

6-20V

Digital 1/ 0 Pins

14 (of w hich 6 provide PWM output)

PWM Digital 1/0 Pins

6

Analog Input Pins

6

DC Current per 1/0 Pin

20mA

DC Current for 3.3V Pin

SOmA
32 KB (ATmega328P)

Flash Memory

of wh ~ch 0 .5 KB used by bootloader

S!MM

2 KB (ATmega328P)

EEPROM

1KB (ATmega328P)

Clock Speed

16 MHz

LED_BUILTIN

13

length

68.6

Width

S34mm

Weight

25g

mm
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Phototransistor Optical Interrupter Switch Technical Information
PHOTOTRANSISTOR
OPTICAL INTERRUPTER SWITCH

F=AIRCHILC
SEMI CONDUCTOR•

CNY36
PACKAGE DIMENSIONS

I

0 ~•9(6 JSI
0.2•J(0.1Sl

'
Q 129 IJ

133(llll)
0731185)

-

J)

Dl19fJD)

I

0p1<:a1

·-·..!..·-·-·-·

·-G.

i

SCHEMATIC

i

G.

J

~

1]_- ·
:

~
~
I

PIN I ANOOE
PIN 2 CATHODE
PIN 3 COl.LECTOR
PIN 4 EMITTER

:

:

2

~-{4

:

:...s- :

L ..!

I

:
l.... J

3

O.OZO(D.Sll(SOI

NOTES
1. Dimensions for all drawings are In inches (mm).
2 . Tolarance of ~ .0 10 (.25) on au non-nominal d imensions
unless otherwise specified.

DESCRIPTION
The CNY36 is

a gallium arsenide Infrared

emitling diode coup'od wilh

a siic:on photolransistor

in

a plastic housing Tho gap i n tho

housing provides a means of i nlerruplll!G thi> signal wllh 1ape, cards , shaft encoders. or olher opaque ma1erial, swllching lhe out·

pul from an "ON' lo an ·OFF- $lalo

FEATURES
• Opaque housing
•Low cosl
• .035" apenures
• European "Pro Electron' registered

O 2001 F•lrdllld Semiconductor Corportllon
053002!3
81112/01

1 OF4

www.l•lrchlldatml.com
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PHOTOTRANSISTOR
OPTICAL INTERRUPTER SWITCH

SEMICCJNCIUCTCJR•

CNY36
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (TA• 25"C unless otherwise speciliedl
Parameter
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Soldering Temperature (lron)!3.•.,. '>
Solderina Temperature (FlowJll"'" • 1
INPUT (EMITTERI
Continuous Forward Current
Reverse Voltage
Power Dissication ••1
OUTPUT (SENSOR I
Collector to Emitter Vollage
Emitter to Collector Vollage
Power Dissipation (T,. • 25"C)I"

-

Svmbol
ToPA
Tsra
Ts0\.1

-

-

Rallna
-55 to +85
-55 lo +SS
240 !or 5 sec
260 lor 10 sec

Teno.~

-

-

.

IF

-

VR
Pn
VcEO

-

Veco
Po

60

3
100

30
5.0
150

Unit

·c
•c
·c
•c

-

-

mA

- -

v
mW

v

- -

-

v
mW

ELECTRICAL I OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS (T• •25"CHAll measurements made undor pulse condition)
PARAMETER

TEST CONDmONS

INPUT (EMITTERI
IF• IOmA
Forward Voltage
Reverse Leaklllle Current
Va• 2V
OUTPUT (SENSOR)
le• 100 11A, Ee• O
Emitter to Collector Breakdown
Collector to Emhter Breakdown
le • 10 mA, Ee • O
Collector to Emhter Leakaae
Vr• • 10 V, Ee• 0
COUPLED
If• 20 mA, Va.• 10 V
On-State Collector Current
Saturation Voltage
IE • 20 mA, le • 25 )IA
Tum-On lime
~ • 30mA. Va;. .5 V, At.• 2.Skn
Tum-Olf a me
I,. 30 mA..
5 Rt. 2.5 kn

v,.,,. v.

SYMBOL

DEVICES

VF

All

MIN

-

lu

AU

-

BVEco

All

5.0

BVCEO
1-

All
AU

30

-

IC(ON)

All

2.0

VCE!S•TJ
I..,
t..,

All

All

---

All

TVP

MAX

--
-

1.7
1-.0-

-

-

-

--  --

UNITS

v
µp;
v
-  v

--

-

-

~

--

v

- 5- 

--

_!I~

8102101

DS3D02113

- -  ----,-00

--
-
5-

~
mA

µs

NOTE:
1 Derate power dissipation linearty 1.67 mWl"C above 2s•c.
2. Derate power dissipation linoarty 2.50 mW/"C above 2s·c
3. RMA llux s recommended.
4. Methanor or 1sopropyl alcohols are recommended as cleaning agents
5. Soldemg i1on 11;1 1.16"(1.6mm) minimum lromhousing.

www.l•lrchltd..ml.com

20F4
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PHOTOTRANSISTOR
OPTICAL INTERRUPTER SWITCH

l=AIRCHIL-0
SEMICONDUCTOA"'

CNY36
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SEMICONOUCTO~·

PHOTOTRANSISTOR
OPTICAL INTERRUPTER SWITCH
CNY36

DISCLAIMER
FAIRCHILD SEJ.ttCONOUCTOR RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES Y'.tTHOUT FURTHER NOTICE TO
ANY PRODUCTS HEREIN TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY. FUNCTION OR DESIGN_FAIRCHJLO DOES NOT ASSUME
ANY LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THE J.PPUCATION OR USE OF ANY PRODUCT OR CIRCUIT DESCRIBED
HEREIN; NEITHER DOES IT CONVEY ANY LICENSE UNDER ITS PATENT RIGHTS. NOR THE RIGHTS OF
OTHERS.
LIFE SUPPORT POLICY
FAIRCHILD'S PRODUCTS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE AS CRITICAL COMPONENTS JN LIFE SUPPORT
DEVICES OR SYSTEMS IAITHOUT THE EXPRESS VYRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT OF FAIRCHILD
SEMICONOUCTOR CORPORATION. As u1ed heretn:
1. Ule !lupport devices or !!)'Stems are Clevt~ or
SYilems wt1ch, (a) are ln!ended for u.glcsl
implant Into 1toe body.or (b) support or sustain Ide,
anct (c) who!e fallure to perform ~ property
used In accordance lloflh lnslJuc:dons for use pwvlded
In labeling, can be re&1onably expected to reSUI in a
slgnlr.:ant Injury of the uset'.

2. A aillcal oomponent In 8S'l'J component of a life suppcl(1
device or system whose fdtJI& to perform can b@
reasonat:ly eicpeded ta cau!Mt the failure d !he ~e
support deo;lce or sys1em. Ol to atfect Its safety OI
effedlYeneSB.
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